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^ Today is an important day. Our Covenant 

Participants and others are gathering to 

reflect, brainstorm, and join hands for the 

future of Solomon’s Porch. The 

unexpected could happen. Puppies, 

rainbows, Prince? Who knows? No 

matter what happens, we are excited to 

be together and to unite in love and 

expectation for our future.



SHARE

JESUS

DREAMS PEOPLE

One faith is bondage. Two

are free. In the trust

of old love, cultivation shows

a dark graceful wilderness

at its heart. Wild

in that wilderness, we roam

the distances of our faith,

safe beyond the bounds

of what we know. O love,

open. Show me

my country. Take me home.

A Homecoming, Wendell Berry
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Formation

Engagement
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Community 
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Christian Formation

Ben Johnson

ben@solomonsporch.com

Thom Olson

thom@solomonsporch.com

Doug Pagitt

doug@solomonsporch.com

Solomon’s Porch is a community seeking to live the dreams and love of God in the way of Jesus as a benefit and blessing to the world. Through Sunday gatherings, our adults, children, and youth form a 

community that is seeking deeper and diverse  ways of living the dreams of God in the way of Jesus. These are our paths of Christian formation. 

Colleen Olson

colleen@solomonsporch.com
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Engagement

Caleb Murphree

caleb@solomonsporch.com

Katherine Kleingartner

littlegardener@mac.com 

Shelley Pagitt

shelley@yogasanctuarympls.com

Solomon’s Porch is a community seeking to be a benefit and blessing to the world. We engage our block, our neighborhood, our city, our country, and our world through various means. Whether through the

Yoga Sanctuary and the Faith, Health, and Wellness Center or through Loaves and Fishes, our community is constantly exploring new ways to engage our world.
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Community Formation

Doug Pagitt

doug@solomonsporch.com

Sarah Sampedro

sarah@sarahsampedro.com

This church is a church of people, not an event created by the leaders. We envision community at Solomon’s Porch as a reciprocal process – participants shape the community and, in turn, are shaped by 

the community. As those in our community share their stories and live out their dreams, we believe Solomon’s Porch is enriched.
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Resources

Justin Kohorst

justin@solomonsporch.com

Caleb Murphree

caleb@solomonsporch.com

Cecka Parks

cecka.theresa@gmail.com

Christian Formation, Engagement, and Community Formation are supported by the work of our community’s Resources. We are striving to be wise and generous with our resources, learning to leverage 

what we have and to optimize opportunities for the common good.

Victoria Peterson-Hilleque

communications@solomonsporch.com
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0

360°Team

Filling in the Pieces

Skills

Big-Picture Perspective

Task-oriented

Creativity

Forward-looking

Imagination

Caleb Murphree

caleb@solomonsporch.com

Doug Pagitt

doug@solomonsporch.com





PROCESS OF 

BUDGET WRITING



Pledge Goals

$250k
We hope to do:

Fund 612 youth resources

Provide cost-of-living raise for staff

Increase access to retreats

Expand PorchArts impact

And more!

2016-17

$221k
What we did:

Offered sermon choices

40+ adult volunteers for Children’s Spiritual 

Formation

Launched 612 curriculum

New arts experiences

And more!

2015-16
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Christian Formation

Sunday Gatherings

Programming Budget of $5,000

“Sunday gatherings continue to be an important part of both the 

Christian and Community formation of our life together. Sunday 

Gatherings are the place and time when the widest spectrum of our 

community has a regular meeting and connections. And it serves as 

chance to have a collective conversation and interaction (musically, 

poetically) about faith and spiritual formation. 

“Last May the Gatherings Working Group initiated an input session for 

people to share ideas for the Sunday Gatherings. A number of the ideas 

and desires from that session were implemented this Fall and Winter. 

These included the desire for people in the two gatherings to have a 

chance to connect; to have people share their stories; to have more 

options and choices of sermon styles. The current overlapping schedule 

and format of the Gatherings was designed to address these desires.

“Gatherings continue to be our most widely used entry point into the 

Solomon’s Porch community. We have, however, seen a slowing of the 

number of visitors to gatherings this Fall and Winter, and a slowing in 

the number of people who are connecting into the broader community 

through Sunday Gatherings...

Continued on next page
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Christian Formation

“…We also have seen a precipitous decline in the over-all attendance 

at Sunday Gatherings this Fall and Winter. We are looking into 

accelerating the move to one Gathering to March 28, Easter Sunday, 

rather than the end of May as we have done in previous years. 

“There are significant issues we need to address if our current 

expression of Gatherings is not meeting the needs and desires of our 

community as whole.  If Gatherings will not continue to be a means of 

collective Christian Formation then we need to make changes or 

change our structure and expectation and find the other places in our 

community that can fill the role that Gatherings have played. 

“The newly configured Christian Formation group will be initiating 

another input session toward addressing these issues this Spring. Part 

of that process will be looking again to change in meeting times and 

styles to be sure that we are structured with our Gatherings to be 

meaningful in our individual and collective Christian and Community 

Formation.”

Doug Pagitt, doug@solomonsporch.com

Ben Johnson, ben@solomonsporch.com 

Thom Olson, thom@solomonsporch.com 
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Christian Formation

Children, Youth, and Family Spiritual Formation

Programming Budget of $4,200

“We value the children of our community and are committed to helping 

them learn about our faith as followers of God in the Way of Jesus. 

Each month, between eighty and one hundred children participate in 

our spiritual formation classes, led by more than forty adults. They 

learn new ways of living out our beliefs by interacting with the stories 

of the Bible, developing relationships with each other and serving 

members of the community. 

“In the coming year, we would like to update our classrooms to ensure 

a safe and comfortable environment, further develop our elementary 

curriculum to encourage more project-based learning, expand our 

outdoor playground to include a toddler-safe space and build a fence, 

and expand our volunteer training.”

Colleen Olson, colleen@solomonsporch.com 
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Christian Formation

612

Programming Budget of $1000

“The time is now to invest more in our youth! With over 100 kids (and 

still growing) we want to continue to be more intentional about what 

our youth experience as a part of this community. It’s really 

important. A year ago at this time, we started to grow in consistency 

with our 6th-12th graders and knew we had to make a change. We 

had a movie night last May and fun connection/game time at the Lake 

Beauty Retreat for activities. We were also doing intentional 

conversation twice a month during the Gatherings and then this fall 

decided to start a curriculum to try something new.

“Currently, we have our curriculum (Echo the Story) the 1st and 3rd 

Sundays of the month, the 2nd Sunday is intentional conversation 

connecting the youth to what the sermon is that evening, and the 4th 

Sunday is Caribou hang out time. We only have a handful of kids right 

now, but the wave is coming and we need to be prepared. Right now, 

we have a group of people who volunteer and/or meet to discuss what 

we are doing with the youth currently. The adults currently involved 

are Brent Peterson-Hilleque, Sarah Glatzel, Sarah Kohorst, Erin Wise, 

Tom Parks, Matt Glatzel, and Janelle Vick…”

Continued on next page.
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Christian Formation

“…In the next year, we want to be strategically planning for the 

future. We want to do a few events, pay for curriculum (it has been 

donated by a family this year), and provide gifts for our volunteers. 

We do see hiring an intern/part-time staff person in the future. Most 

important, we want to take time to work with the community, 

parents, and staff and have discussions about rites of passage for our 

youth from when they are born to when they graduate high school. 

The question is: What is our role in coming alongside our youth in 

these formative years while giving them their own voice and still 

guiding them. The time is now.”

Janelle Vick, janellenvick@gmail.com 
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Christian Formation
CYF SPIRITUAL FORMATION

Art Supplies $450.00

Equipment/Room Maintenance $350.00

Classroom Renovations $1,000.00

Teacher appreciation $200.00

Teacher/child resources $500.00

Special Events $200.00

Outdoor equipment/Renovations $1,500.00

612 Expenses $1,000.00

TOTAL CYF SPIRITUAL FORMATION $5,200.00

SUNDAY GATHERINGS

Honorariums $1,000.00

Music Supplies $1,000.00

Technology $1,000.00

Food $500.00

Communion supplies $1,500.00

TOTAL SUNDAY GATHERINGS $5,000.00

TOTAL CHRISTIAN FORMATION $10,200.00
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Engagement

City Engagement

Programming Budget of $10,800

“I’m amazed at how Solomon’s Porch opens its hands in generosity 

and love to the city of Minneapolis. Volunteers offer time and money 

to support Loaves and Fishes, people donate clothing for Walker 

Methodist elders and for Alex Ehrich’s students, and the community is 

regularly exploring conversations around race and gender. I’m so 

grateful to have become a part of such generous community!

“I’m also enthusiastic for the next chapter of city engagement. I 

imagine that we will continue to support those without food and 

clothing across the city. I believe that with a larger budget, we can 

also expand the ways in which we love our neighborhood of Kingfield 

and the ways in which we create inclusive spaces for racial, sexual, 

and gender minorities. Next for us. I believe that together we can 

optimize our resources so that we can be a benefit and blessing to the 

city of Minneapolis.”

Caleb Murphree, caleb@solomonsporch.com
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Engagement

International Engagement

Budget of $29,100

“Our work in Guatemala has been a meaningful experience for our 

Guatemalan friends and the people of Solomon’s Porch over the last 

16 years. Our long-term relationship in the villages of San Juan and 

San Pablo have allowed us to partner with over 60 families in building 

homes, partner with Colegio Christiano school in providing education 

to hundreds of students, to partner with medical clinics to provide 

needed medical support for families and children and to partner with 

Anna Vitiello orphanage to provide support for dozens of babies. These 

efforts have been mutually beneficial for the hundreds of Solomon’s 

Porchers who have been part of the trips. 

“This partnership has allowed us to maintain a broad, cross-cultural 

connection and to invest personally and financially in meeting 

significant needs of some of the world’s most financially under-

resourced people.  

“For the 2016 trip we are looking to return to the summer trip 

offering, as we did for the first 10 years of the trip. In coming years 

our partnership with the villages of San Juan and San Pablo will 

provide meaningful, life-changing opportunities for our teenagers and 

families.”

Shelley Pagitt, shelley@yogasanctuarympls.com  
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Engagement

Yoga Sanctuary

Budget of $29,100

“Over the past three years the Yoga Sanctuary Community has grown 

in numbers and energy and love. People who come to the studio are 

warmly welcomed and encouraged to welcome themselves, as they 

are, in body, mind, and spirit. In this way, as we learn to embrace our 

‘whole selves,’ we learn to accept and embrace others. It is a 

powerful practice.

“A Yoga Sanctuary student recently wrote to Shelley Pagitt, the 

Curator of Yoga Sanctuary, saying,

“Having the opportunity to participate in classes with you, and all of 

your other students at the Yoga Sanctuary this year has been such a 

blessing to me. I’ve found that sharing practice with others is 

essential to developing a practice at home and there is just something 

about the practice at Yoga Sanctuary that has made me more 

comfortable about exploring my practice at home. I’ve been struggling 

with alcohol as a way to escape my feelings. Seeking fulfillment in a 

yoga practice is one way of creating change in my life. So, thank 

you.”

Continued on next page
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Engagement

“…As a part of the ‘whole’ of Solomon’s Porch, Yoga Sanctuary 

benefits greatly from the presence of SP community members who 

choose to share yoga, share life, and share peace with the YS 

community as these relationships create a larger context for ‘who we 

are.’ The financial partnership between YS and SP is essential for the 

wellbeing of both. YS receives support in physical space, 

administrative guidance, friendship and collaboration with SP staff 

and community. Solomon’s Porch receives approximately $20,000 

annually as well as discounted classes for fabulous yoga and wellness 

workshops. It is a beautiful, sustainable, and generative partnership.”

Shelley Pagitt, shelley@yogasanctuarympls.com  
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Engagement

Faith, Health, and Wellness Center

Programming Budget of $570

“The Faith, Health and Wellness Center exists to create wholeness. 

Our Wellness Center houses healers who have dedicated their work 

lives to bring comfort and safety to those who seek a deeper look 

inside. I focus here on the practitioners because without their vibrant 

businesses flowing within our Center, we wouldn’t exist. Through 

Sandplay Therapy, Rachel Kremer uses her gifts as a therapist with 

adults and children and families. Brian Stawartz is a psychologist and 

a marriage counselor who believes that we can find competent 

solutions inside ourselves when we bring psychological awareness 

into the equation. Rae Hoseing is a sexual health therapist who works 

with adults and has a heart for the GLBT community. Christian Fetsch 

is an acupuncturist and natural fertility specialist. He runs Kingfield 

Community Acupuncture which is a low cost way to experience 

acupuncture on a walk-in basis two days a week. Katherine 

Kleingartner graces the center with 22 years of experience as a 

massage therapist who is able to coax muscles and emotions to 

empower the body to heal. Melissa Cathcart is a body worker with a 

background in Traditional Chinese Medicine, Cranial Sacral therapy 

and massage...”

Continued on next page.
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Engagement

“...These practitioners grace our space with integrity and loads of 

experience and passion. It is my intention as the Center Director to 

continue to support them by providing well for their office spaces 

with maintenance and affordable rent. It includes respecting their 

work and encouraging others to do so with the lowered sound levels a 

healing space needs. It includes advocating for them, advertising them 

and supporting their businesses. It includes keeping the center 

beautiful and full of local art which we rotate quarterly. We were 

successful this year in keeping our rooms filled with passionate 

healers. 

“This year we will focus on physical beauty by enhancing the lighting 

in the hallways and waiting area. We will also make sure our website 

is the very best it can be since it is often the public’s first experience 

with us. Our budget is self-sustaining and our output is minimal. We 

spend only 20% of our total income and that covers all expenses 

including the Director’s salary. 80% of what we make goes directly to 

Solomon’s Porch. In this way we are a benefit and a blessing to those 

we serve in the Center as well as to our Community at Solomon’s 

Porch.”

Katherine Kleingartner, littlegardener@mac.com
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Engagement
CITY ENGAGEMENT

City-Wide $9,600.00

Kingfield $1,200.00

TOTAL CITY ENGAGEMENT $10,800.00

INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

Guatemala Baby Nanny Support $5,500.00

Guatemala Trip Expenditures $20,000.00

TOTAL INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT $25,500.00

FAITH, HEALTH, & WELLNESS CENTER

Art openings (3) $120.00

Advertising $200.00

Staff appreciation $150.00

Printing $50.00

Supplies $50.00

TOTAL FAITH, HEALTH, & WELLNESS $570.00

YOGA SANCTUARY

Childcare $400.00

Teacher pay $24,000.00

Product Purchases $1,200.00

Marketing $1,500.00

Misc. $2,500.00

TOTAL YOGA SANCTUARY $29,600.00

TOTAL ENGAGEMENT $66,470.00
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Community Formation

PorchArts

Programming Budget of $3,700

“Over the last year the PorchArts shows have blossomed with more 

community participation than ever. We’ve had four amazing shows 

with art from a variety of artists and non-artists alike. We’ve also 

begun to explore arts activities in the community, like the gallery 

crawl and happy hour at Luke Hillestad’s studio. Expect to see more 

opportunities like this in the coming year. Also, we’d like to add 

another great art happening to our roster: art making afternoons, 

where the artists of our community take turns teaching an afternoon 

class to the rest of us.“

“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist when 

we grow up.” – Pablo Picasso.”

Sarah Sampedro, sarah@sarahsampedro.com
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Community Formation
ARTS

Art Shows $240.00

Gallery Supplies $360.00

Community Art-Making Days $800.00

Exhibition stipend $800.00

Facility Improvements $1,500.00

TOTAL ARTS $3,700.00

BENEVOLENCES $1,000.00

FAMILY 

FORMATION $0

RETREATS & WORKSHOPS

General retreats & workshops $4,000.00

Men’s Retreat $3,000.00

Women's Retreat $3,000.00

TOTAL RETREATS & WORKSHOPS $10,000.00

TOTAL COMMUNITY FORMATION $14,700.00
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Resources

Facilities

Budget of $62,950

“The facility team saw some staff changes in 2015. Ben Younan left 

his role as Facility Director after 3+ years, and Justin Kohorst took 

over as Maintenance Specialist. Our former building host Daniel 

Dwyer, organized a renovation of the garden and playground (you may 

recall a mountain of wood chips covering the entire front steps and 

sidewalk). Our building also received a much needed new roof and a 

freshly redesigned balcony lounge.

“In the months ahead, our community can look forward to some 

practical investments in the livability of our interior spaces, including 

acoustic and aesthetic improvements in the basement community 

room, and new equipment to keep a our carpets clean. Though the 

2016 budget may not allow for it, we hope in the near term to make 

the building handicap accessible, to transform the kitchen into a more 

useable space, and to invest in more efficient windows.”

Cecka Parks, cecka.theresa@gmail.com 

Justin Kohorst, justin@solomonsporch.com 
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Resources

Buying Our Building

“As the balloon payment on our contract-to-deed with the United 

Methodist Church approaches, members of the building working group 

have spent the last several months negotiating with the UMC. We are 

thrilled to announce that the UMC is granting us a 10% discount in 

exchange for paying off the building! This is a huge deal!

“We currently do not have the funds for the full balloon payment, 

however. In order for us to make this deal a reality, the working group 

has pursued a mortgage with Sunrise Bank in order to complete the 

contract-to-deed payment and lower our monthly payments. We can 

easily make the down payment and significantly pay off much of the 

mortgage. We are financially stable and prepared for this transition.

“In the meantime, Bob is back! We will we revisiting all of our building 

fund pledges and asking members of community to complete their 

pledge by the end of this fiscal year. We will then begin discerning 

how best to proceed with our mortgage.”

Doug Pagitt, doug@solomonsporch.com
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Resources

Communications, Administration, and Leadership Development

Programming Budget of $43,680

“Last year was a difficult season for the administrative area of 

Solomon’s Porch. But the Porch community rallied together and 

discovered new ways to organize and plan for the future. Hiring Caleb 

Murphree as Director of Engagement and Operations was one 

important step. Behind the scenes, Janelle Vick, Silva Helmer, and 

Adam Cerling provided incomparable order and support. Because of 

their work, Caleb has stated that the Porch is on very good financial 

and organizational footing. They definitely deserve many thanks form 

our community!

“The future is looking very good. Caleb believes that the next fiscal 

year will be financially strong. He is forming a Resources team to help 

establish basic policies regarding finances and personnel. We will be 

dedicating resources to strengthening the staff. Lastly we are 

exploring ways of improving our website so that it is easier to 

navigate and find out information.”

Caleb Murphree, caleb@solomonsporch.com 

Victoria Peterson-Hilleque, communications@solomonsporch.com
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Resources
ADMINISTRATION

Bank & Financial Fees $3,480.00

Payroll Fees $2,400.00

Office supplies $2,000.00

Phone & Internet $1,600.00

Utilities $16,800.00

Church Mutual Insurance $12,000.00

MetLife Term for Doug $500.00

Database Fees $1,400.00

Postage $1,000.00

TOTAL ADMINISTRATION $41,180.00

BUILDING

Contract to Deed $42,000.00

Mortgage $0

Property Taxes $450.00

Cleaning supplies $1,500.00

Routine Maintenance $1,600.00

Capital improvements $3,200.00

Capital improvement savings $5,000.00

Outside window paint/repair $3,000

Boiler $4,200.00

Miscellaneous $2,000.00

TOTAL BUILDING $62,950.00

COMMUNICATIONS

Website $300.00

Online media $500.00

Marketing $500.00

TOTAL COMMUNICATIONS $1,300.00

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Development workshops $1,000.00

Staff Christmas Dinner $1,000.00

Leadership appreciation $500.00

TOTAL LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT $2,500.00

HUMAN RESOURCES

Payroll $194,855.46

Accountable Reimbursements $5,000.00

Employer payroll 

taxes $15,000.00

TOTAL HUMAN RESOURCES $214,855.46

TOTAL RESOURCES $322,785.46

Resources excluding payroll $107,930.00
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2016-17 Budget
Christian 

Formation

Engagement

Community 

Formation

Resources

54%

7%

33%

5%

Engagement

Resources

Christian Formation

Community Formation

Above is the percentage breakdown of our proposed budget according of each of the four areas. The following page shows our 2015-2016 actuals, as of January 31 (February numbers are still being completed). In our proposed 

budget, we are expanding the budgets of Community Formation and Engagement. As a result, a larger percentage of our budget is going toward programming cost rather than resources. 

(*Note that this chart is excluding all payroll except for yoga teachers)



2015-6 Actuals
Christian 

Formation

Engagement

Community 

Formation

Resoures

60%

2%

30%

8%

Engagement

Resources

Christian Formation

Community Formation

Above is the percentage breakdown of our actual expenditures from April 1, 2015, through January 31, 2016 (February numbers are still being completed). As you can see, almost two-thirds of our expenses have been in 

resources. In our proposed budget, we are expanding the budgets of Community Formation and Engagement. As a result, a larger percentage of our budget is going toward programming cost rather than resources. 

(*Note that this chart is excluding all payroll except for yoga teachers)



CAN WE

DO IT?
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MONTHLY PLEDGE WEEKLY PLEDGE

PLEDGERS 

HOPED FOR SUBTOTAL CUMULATIVE TOTAL

$2,000.00 $500.00 1 $24,000.00 $24,000.00

$1,600.00 $400.00 1 $19,200.00 $43,200.00

$1,250.00 $312.50 2 $30,000.00 $73,200.00

$1,000.00 $250.00 3 $36,000.00 $109,200.00

$850.00 $212.50 3 $30,600.00 $139,800.00

$700.00 $175.00 4 $33,600.00 $173,400.00

$500.00 $125.00 6 $36,000.00 $209,400.00

$350.00 $87.50 6 $25,200.00 $234,600.00

$150.00 $37.50 6 $10,800.00 $245,400.00

$80.00 $20.00 5 $4,800.00 $250,200.00

TOTALS 37 $250,200.00





THANKS FOR COMING!
For a digital copy of this document,
email caleb@solomonsporch.com
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